Rich Site Summary, often called RSS, is a tool that takes information - blogs, news headlines, even audio and video - and channels it into a standardized format to make it simple and fast to read. So instead of visiting each website to get information, an RSS feed will bring all of your content to you in one convenient place.

**Subscribing**
On any website that you want to use an RSS feed for, look for the RSS logo (RSS) and click on it. From there, it will ask you to subscribe using an RSS Reader. Popular readers include Google Reader, My Yahoo, and Feed Demon. Once you are subscribed to the RSS Feed, you can log into the reader to see all of your subscriptions.

**Feeds to Subscribe to**
To keep an eye on the latest on what’s happening on campus, subscribing to NYU Local and Washington Square News is a good place to start. After that, blogs and aggregators like Huffington Post College have an abundance of stories affecting higher education.